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Abstract: With the increasing of managers emphasis on enterprise innovation, the problem of matching decision relationship between organizational innovation (OI) and technological innovation (TI) gets more and more attention gradually. In this background, this paper chooses the method of case analysis, matching evaluation matrix, system dynamics simulation, system analysis. The research introduces the development environment, the OI and TI status of M enterprise. Furthermore, this paper researches the matching decision status between OI and TI in the view of static and dynamic, and also describes the matching decision route. At last, this paper proposes some advices to promote the manage activities on the matching decision between OI and TI of M enterprise, and also provides important reference.

1. Introduction

In today's enterprise innovation management, more and more researchers have begun to pay attention to the problem of matching organizational innovation with technological innovation [1]. And from the practice of enterprise development, it can be seen that the decision-making status of corporate organizational innovation and technological innovation also has a relatively important impact on the realization of the overall performance of the enterprise [2]. Therefore, this article takes the high-end equipment manufacturing company M enterprise as a case to study the matching decision between M enterprise's organizational innovation and technological innovation. On the one hand, it enriches the theory of enterprise management research and reflects the theoretical significance of this research [3]. On the other hand, the research provides an important reference basis for M firm during the management process and reflects its practical significance.

2. Basic profile of M company

Company M was founded in accordance with the overall deployment of China's national defense industry and is also a state-owned ultra-large high-tech equipment manufacturing company officially approved by the State Council. In terms of the company's specific business development, M firm's main business projects include research and development of launch vehicles, space manned spacecraft, satellites, space station construction, deep space aircraft research and development of space products, military missiles and other military products, as well as information technology products, new materials or related products such as new energy. The related products involved in company M are all high-end equipment products. Company M is a typical high-end equipment manufacturing enterprise.

Based on the long-term development history of the current M enterprise, they have further accumulated experience in organizational development and technology research and development to varying degrees. It has played a huge role in promoting enterprise OI and TI [4]. But the more complex the organizational structure, the more difficult it is to manage; the more high-level technology companies, the more difficult it is to achieve a long-term match between TI and OI[5]. And with the continuous and rapid changes and comprehensive improvement of the respective levels and capabilities of TI and OI of M enterprises, it has also led to a large degree of mismatch between OI and TI of M enterprises. Therefore, in the state where the match between OI and TI of
M enterprises is relatively poor, it will naturally hinder the improvement of the overall innovation ability of enterprises. However, under this situation, the relevant managers of enterprise M still have problems such as inadequate experience and improper measures for judging the matching status between OI and TI and optimizing the matching status between OI and TI. Therefore, this research focuses on the matching decision between OI and TI of M companies, and conducts a comprehensive and thorough research, and proposes more targeted improvement measures and suggestions in all aspects, so as to improve the decision management of OI and TI matching of M companies Relevant managers provide important reference when making management decisions, and finally provide important support for comprehensively promoting the improvement of M enterprise's innovation ability, laying a solid foundation for development.

3. OI and TI Static Matching Decision in M Enterprise

The relevant empirical analysis steps based on the matching evaluation matrix [6] bring the relevant research data on the MI OI and TI and their matching decision-making in this case into the satisfaction formula, and adjust and transform the relevant data. Thus, a single-objective optimization model for the matching decision between OI and TI of M enterprise is obtained:

\[
\text{max} F = 0.5 \sum_{i=1}^{4} \sum_{j=1}^{2} \theta_{ij} y_{ij} + 0.5 \sum_{i=1}^{4} \sum_{j=1}^{2} \psi_{ij} y_{ij} = \sum_{i=1}^{4} \sum_{j=1}^{2} f_{ij} y_{ij}
\]

s.t. \[ \sum_{j=1}^{2} y_{ij} = 1, \quad i=1,2,\ldots,4; (1) \]

\[ \sum_{i=1}^{4} y_{ij} \leq 1, \quad j=1,2; (2) \]

\[ y_{ij} = 0 \text{ or } 1, \quad i=1,2,\ldots,4, j=1,2. (3) \]

Among them \( f_{ij} = 0.5 \theta_{ij} + 0.5 \psi_{ij} \), coefficient matrix \( [f_{ij}]_{4\times2} \). As shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( f_{ij} )</th>
<th>( B_1 )</th>
<th>( B_2 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( A_1 )</td>
<td>0.841</td>
<td>0.702</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( A_2 )</td>
<td>0.957</td>
<td>(-K')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( A_3 )</td>
<td>(-K')</td>
<td>(-K')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( A_4 )</td>
<td>0.7125</td>
<td>(-K')</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following single-objective optimization model can be solved by programming the Lingo9.0 optimization software package:

\[
Y_M^* = [y_{ij}^*]_{4\times2} = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 1 \\ 1 & 0 \\ 1 & 0 \\ 0 & 1 \end{bmatrix} (4)
\]

It can be seen that the bilateral matching decision scheme of OI and TI of M enterprise is, \( \mu_M^* = \mu_{M_1}^* \cup \mu_{M_2}^* \), where \( \mu_{M_1}^* = \{(A_1,B_1), (A_1,B_2), (A_2,B_1), (A_3,B_1), (A_4,B_2)\} \), \( \mu_{M_2}^* = \{(A_2,B_2), (A_3,B_2), (A_4,B_1)\} \). This result means that among all the OI and TI components of the M enterprise, \( A_1 \) matches \( B_1 \), \( A_1 \) matches \( B_2 \), \( A_2 \) matches \( B_1 \), \( A_3 \) matches \( B_1 \), \( A_4 \) matches \( B_2 \), and \( A_2 \) does not match \( B_2 \), \( A_3 \) Does not match \( B_2 \), \( A_4 \) does not match \( B_1 \).
The above empirical analysis results show that in the process of matching decision between OI and TI, the management decision makers of enterprise M should see that the strategic innovation of the enterprise is matched with the product innovation and process innovation. The organizational structure innovation is only matched with the product innovation. Cultural innovation matches product innovation, and organizational innovation only matches process innovation. The unmatched elements include organizational structure innovation and process innovation, organizational culture innovation and process innovation, organizational system innovation and product innovation. Therefore, the relevant management decision makers of enterprise M need to strengthen the optimization of the unmatched elements in the process of making optimal matching decisions between the OI and TI of the enterprise, and pay close attention to the matched element groups. Once a mismatch occurs, the firm needs to take targeted optimization measures immediately.

4. Dynamic Matching Decisions between OI and TI of M Enterprise

Based on the comprehensive survey data and data for M company in this research\textsuperscript{[7-8]}, combined with relevant research contents in the life cycle of enterprises\textsuperscript{[9]}, the development status of OI and TI of M company can be described, so that M companies can be judged It should be in the growth stage of the enterprise. The initial value of OI and TI of M enterprise can be set to 190 and 360 respectively, and the simulation period of the simulation is positioned for 10 years, that is, 120 months. On this basis, the system dynamics simulation method is used to bring the relevant values of M company into the VENSIM software, so as to obtain the simulation chart of the OI and TI matching process of M company and the dynamic matching process of OI and TI\textsuperscript{[10]}. The simulation diagram of the impact of M's innovation capability is shown in Figures 1 and 2. These two simulation diagrams can to a large extent express the current OI and TI development status of M company and the bilateral matching relationship.

As shown in Figure 1, overall, the simulation curves of TI and OI show a rising trend of varying degrees. Among them, the OI simulation curve is continuously rising under a certain degree of fluctuation, and the increase is relatively large. However, the TI simulation curve is always in a small rise phase, and the progress is very small. At the 98th month, the OI simulation curve and the TI simulation curve intersect. Before the 98th month, the overall level of TI's simulation curve was significantly higher than the level of OI's simulation curve. From the 99th month to the 120th month, the level of the OI simulation curve exceeded the level of the TI simulation curve. Judging from the matching development process and trend of OI and TI, the matching relationship between OI and TI has developed from a larger bilateral gap to a smaller bilateral gap. This also shows to a certain extent that the match between OI and TI of M company is getting better.

As shown in Figure 2, through the simulation and simulation curve of TI's impact on the enterprise's innovation capability, it can be seen that TI has a huge impact on the innovation capability of the enterprise, and has a positive effect, and the degree of the impact slowly increases. The impact of OI on corporate innovation capacity first increased, and the increase was relatively large, and it began to decline slowly in the 80th month. The degree of matching between OI and TI on the innovation capability of M enterprise is relatively close to that of OI on the innovation capabilities of enterprises, and the changes in their degree of influence are similar, but not exactly the same. It can be seen that in the current development stage of M enterprises, the impact of OI development of M enterprises on their innovation capabilities is closely related to their TI capabilities and levels.

In summary, through the above M simulation curve of OI and TI dynamic matching, we can see the current state of dynamic matching between OI and TI of M enterprise. Decision makers at the management level of M enterprise face the existence of dynamic matching between OI and TI of enterprise. The main problem can be used as a reference for decision-making, so as to draw a dynamic matching decision path map of MI OI and TI, as shown in Figure 3. The matching decision path of the M company's OI and TI should be as follows: First, based on the actual situation of the M company's OI and TI and related survey data, measure the OI and TI status of the M company, and then use the matrix bilateral matching decision evaluation method to determine the M company.
Feature groups that are currently matched and unmatched. Therefore, it can be judged that the matched element group can have a certain promotion effect on the enterprise's innovation ability and even the enterprise performance to different degrees. For the already mismatched element groups, it is necessary to further optimize the matching status of organizational structure innovation and process innovation, the matching status of organizational cultural innovation and process innovation, and the matching relationship between organizational system innovation and product innovation. Based on the completion of the optimization, the OI and TI status of the M enterprise is measured again, and the matching status of the OI and TI of the M enterprise is determined.

Fig.1 Simulation of matching process between OI and TI of M company

Fig.2 Simulation of matching process dynamic impact between OI and TI on innovation ability of M company

Fig.3 Decision route of matching relationship between OI and TI in M company
5. Suggestions for M Firm's OI and TI Matching Decisions

Based on the previous analysis of the status of the OI and TI of the M enterprise and the bilateral matching status of the two, in order to further strengthen the effectiveness of the matching decision between the OI and the TI of the M enterprise, the author has made innovations, managers, and at the organizational level, the countermeasures and suggestions for matching implementation of MI OI and TI are put forward. The proposal of these countermeasures can also ensure the smooth development of the matching decision between OI and TI of M enterprises.

5.1 Recommendations for implementation of decisions at the innovation level

In the process of matching the decision between OI and TI, the ultimate purpose of the managers of enterprise M is to promote the improvement and progress of the overall comprehensive innovation capability of the enterprise, so as to comprehensively promote the realization of corporate performance through the improvement of the innovation capability of the enterprise. At the same time, the M enterprise's bilateral matching decision-making activities of OI and TI also need a certain innovation environment to support. Therefore, the author fully combines the actual development of OI and TI and their bilateral matching decisions, and proposes countermeasures and recommendations for the implementation of OI and TI matching decisions from the perspective of enterprise innovation.

Enterprise managers correctly take the following measures: clarifying the innovation goals of OI and TI of company M, and formulate a feasible corporate innovation strategy. Actively optimizing the innovation components of the MI OI and TI and the factors that influence bilateral innovation [11]. Improving the efficiency of dynamic management and control of innovation in the matching process between OI and TI.

5.2 Recommendations for implementation of decisions at the managerial level

In enterprise management practice, the management subject is still the manager of the enterprise [12]. Then the managers' personal qualities, decision-making methods, and managers' support for innovative activities will affect the managerial ability of enterprise managers to a large extent [13-14]. The same is true in M company. The basic situation of M company managers has a relatively important impact on the decision-making activities of OI and TI matching, and it will even have a decisive impact to a certain extent. Therefore, this research is based on the current status of innovation management practice of M enterprise, and puts forward countermeasures and recommendations for the implementation of matching decisions between OI and TI based on the comprehensive management level of M enterprise, in order to improve the management ability of enterprise managers to a certain extent.

Enterprise managers correctly take the following measures: Comprehensively improving the basic management quality of M enterprise managers. Further strengthening the scientific of the M enterprise management decision-making method. Strengthening the support of M enterprise managers' support for enterprise innovation activities fundamentally speaking, the so-called innovation also means change, and change will inevitably be accompanied by risks to varying degrees [15].

5.3 Recommendations for implementation of decisions at the organizational level

In the process of completing the decision-making management practice of OI and TI matching, M enterprise still needs to strengthen the management content at the organizational level. In particular, in the previous article, it was analyzed from a static perspective that in the practice of matching decision management between OI and TI, there are indeed some problems in the organizational level of OI. Therefore, the author proposes countermeasures for the implementation of matching decisions between OI and TI of M enterprise from an organizational level, in order to promote the smooth development of matching decision activities between OI and TI of M enterprise to a certain extent, consolidate the foundation of corporate management decisions, and strengthen corporate management decisions efficacy.
Enterprise managers correctly take the following measures: further improving the organizational structure, organizational system and culture of M enterprise. Optimizing the organization's overall resource allocation and coordination.  

6 Conclusion

Through this study, it is found that there is indeed a certain obstacle in the implementation of the decision-making and management practice of the matching between organizational innovation and technological innovation in the case of enterprise M. In particular, the number of unmatched element groups is relatively large, thereby inhibiting enterprise innovation to a large extent. Sustainable development in practice. Therefore, the relevant managers of the M enterprise should actively take a number of measures to promote more scientific and effective management of the decision-making practice of corporate organizational innovation and technological innovation.

Of course, there are some deficiencies in the research of this paper. This study only selects M company as the research object for the matching decision of enterprise organizational innovation and technological innovation, which lacks certain representativeness. Therefore, future research can choose an industry as the research object, which has more extensive and application value.
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